EIGHT KEY FACTORS IN ENGAGING STUDENTS AS CHANGE AGENTS IN LEARNING AND TEACHING

- Move from student ‘voice’ to ‘engagement/ action’

- Graduate placements
- Education Enhancement (or similar
Learning and Teaching team)
- Appropriate Education Strategy
- Student Guild/Union
- Student Representation/ Staff-Student
Liaison Committees

- Strong commitment to potential of students to act
responsibly to bring about change
- Conceptualisation of students as active decisonmakers/ drivers of change
- Commitment to evidence-based change
- Vision of what might be achieved

PHILOSOPHY

- Staffing
- Bursaries
- Consumables (food,
printing, stationery,
photocopying)

STRUCTURES

FUNDING

- Ongoing support for students
(individual/group; email, phone,
face-to-face)
- Help with questionnaire design/ data
analysis/ focus groups/ report
writing/ content knowledge
- Support with any difficulties
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EXPERTISE

-

Change management
Strategic planning
Pedagogic research
Working with students
Case study writing
As a role model

COMMUNICATION

INCENTIVES

- Kudos/ known by others
- Engagement/decision-making with
interested peers/ experts
- Intrinsic interest in change
- See real change taking place (not an
exercise only)
- CV skills (Exeter Award)
- Leadership/ responsibility/ empowerment

SUSTAINABILITY

- Recruitment
- Ongoing
- Dissemination and Visibility:
outputs for various audiences
(academic staff/ students/
admin; subject/ institutional/
national)

- Continuation strategy (through case-study
recommendations, planned actions)
- Evaluation of outcomes
- Visible change/enhancement/development
- Commitment from academic staff/ students/
admin/ groups such as Education
Enhancement
- Preparedness to develop in new forms

To appear in: Dunne, E. and Zandstra, R. (2011) Students as Change Agents HEA/ESCalate

The University of
Exeter has been
running a pilot study moving beyond the
‘student voice’ to
students putting their
voice into action in
relation to learning
and teaching.
In the University of
Exeter Business
School, a number of
technology-related
Change Agents
projects have been
decided upon by
students, as part of the
JISC Integrate project.
Student champions
have designed
questionnaires (online,
paper or voting
system), have collected
and analysed
data from their peers.
They then make
evidence-based
recommendations for
change and, where
appropriate, put their
projects into action.
Topics for the JISC
Integrate project
include studentled feedback on
Flipcams, streamed
video, podcasts,
sustainability , internationalisation and
employability.
Projects have already
had a marked impact
on staff and student
activity within the
Business School.

